The Eastbourne
Starting from £47,000

This hassle free, modular Changing Places toilet not only
creates inclusion for those who need it most, but also
provides you the tool to capitalise on the ‘Purple Pound’.
The Eastbourne provides over 12sqm of internal ﬂoorspace,
a minimum internal ceiling height of 2.4m and premium
equipment throughout. The safe, hygienic environment
exceeds BS 8300 compliance and includes unique extras
such as a bespoke feature wall.
Aesthetics can be tailored both inside and out. The external
shell can be clad in materials to compliment your existing
buildings or environment, plus we provide a wide range of
internal colours and ﬁnishes.
The Eastbourne facility is delivered and lifted into position
on-site as a complete unit. This minimises disruption to
any existing buildings, whilst accelerating build times and
improving quality control.
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“With nearly four miles of coastline to manage and maintain, we
needed a specialist company to fully-manage our Changing Places
project, so we could remain focussed on our day jobs. Fortunately, we
found that company in iHUS. Ben and his team have delivered an
exceptional facility – on time, on budget, with no fuss.”
Phil Oakland – Seafront Manager, Eastbourne Borough Council

The Eastbourne

Inside the Eastbourne

Our modular Changing Places facilities have been developed to exceed the requirements of BS 8300.

Speciﬁcation includes:

4m (Internal)

01. Colostomy Shelf
02. 590mm Height Folding Grab Rail
03. Vertical Grab Rail
04. Standard Height Pan w/ Flush Lever
05. Panic Alarm Cord & Reset Button
06. Privacy Screen
07. 1900mm Folding Fixed Changing Bench
08. Large Paper Towel Dispenser
09. Ceiling LED Downlight
10. Service Supply (Water & Electric)
11. External Canopy LED Downlight
12. Full Length Mirror
13. Robe Hooks
14. Steel Door - Clear Opening 1000mm
15. Ceiling LED Downlight
16. PIR & High Level Flashing Alarm Beacon
17. Panel Heater
18. Hoist Track 3 amp Fused Spur at Eye Level

3m (Internal)

19. Vertical Grab Rail
20. Fixed Basin w/ Thermostatic Mixer
21. Soap Dispenser
22. Waste Bin
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The right equipment, including a
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Adequate space (12sqm) for the
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Contact iHUS Changing Places
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A safe, clean environment
that is

height adjustable adult-sized

disabled person and up to two

publicly accessible, with wide tear-

changing bench, ceiling track hoist

carers, including a centrally placed

off paper roll to cover the bench, a

system (or mobile hoist if this isn’t

toilet with transfer space either

large waste bin for disposable

possible) and peninsular toilet.

side and a screen to allow privacy.

pads and a non-slip ﬂoor.

01302 247 777
enquiries@ihus.group
Plumtree Farm Ind. Estate, DN11 8EW
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The Eastbourne

Elevations

